CROSS-BORDER
REMOTE WORK FAQS
france
1. Assume that a foreign national employee of a foreign
company wishes to work remotely for a period of
time in your country performing services exclusively
for the foreign company and not interacting with the
local market in your country.

Is work authorization required? If
so, please provide a brief description
of the type of visa, procedure,
processing time, etc.
Unless being an EU national or fitting into a limited
specific category of exceptions, such as those provided
by the Brexit withdrawal agreement or the EU–UK Trade
and Cooperation Agreement, work authorisations are
required for all work (even remote work) in France and
regardless of whether or not such work interacts with
the local market.
There are numerous types of visas that can be applied
for through French consular services. It is important
to apply for the one that is most appropriate for an
individual’s personal and professional situation. During
the COVID-19 pandemic, only the “Passeport Talent”
visa (European Blue Card) allows for entry into France.

Once the elements of the dossier have been provided to
the immigration authorities, the standard processing
time for a visa is a minimum of 3-6 weeks. The required
elements vary from one type of visa to another.
There are minimum remuneration requirements in
addition to the standard identification elements (birth
certificates, ID, diplomas, CV, marriage and divorce
certificates, etc.).
Please note that not all visas grant the right to work.

Is there risk of “permanent
establishment” consequences for
the foreign company by virtue of
the remote worker’s activities?
If so, what are the main factors
determining the exposure.
There is little to no risk that the remote worker’s activities
would generate a permanent establish consequence,
unless they yield an important commercial activity on
the French territory. However, as explained below in
more detail, there are significant social contributions,
employment rights and administrative consequences
risks.
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At what point and under what
circumstances would the remote
worker become subject to local
social security and other payroll
requirements? Can such requirements
be fulfilled by a foreign company, and
if so by what mechanisms?
From a purely theoretical standpoint, French social
security/payroll/employment dues and rights may
begin to become due from the very moment the work
is performed on French soil, unless an A1 Form (that
would demonstrate that the remote worker is subject
to another social security scheme, for a limited period
of time) is provided.
From experience though, we can advise that the risk
increases with time:
• it is low-to medium for the first 6 months;
• at one year, the risk is probable;
• at two years, there is a very high risk.

At what point and under what
circumstances does the remote
worker become subject to local
employment law requirements such
as Is wage-hour, local holidays,
annual leave, maternity leave,
disability leave, protection against
unfair dismissal, etc.
When the employee can demonstrate that the work
was effectively performed from France and that the
employment relationship contains numerous “links”
with France, the contract can easily become subject
to French law, if there was no other formal agreement
excluding this. However, even if a formal agreement
should provide that another law applies, this may
be overridden by the performance of work on French
soil. Only a secondment (detachment) can offer some
greater security on the applicable law.
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Are there special requirements
governing remote work in your
country which would cover the
remote foreign worker?
The French State has not yet taken any specific
measures concerning remote foreign workers. The
extensive legislative debates and ministerial initiatives
regarding telework only concern national employees.
This is a rapidly evolving legal subject that could
therefore, change in the coming months and years.

What is the employee’s exposure
to local income tax, and under
what circumstances is the foreign
employer required to arrange for
withholding of income tax?
It is very difficult to evaluate the employee’s exposure
to local income tax. The general rule though, is that
if the individual spends more than 183 days per year
in France, they are subject to taxation in France.
However, it is possible for some individuals to owe tax
in France even without reaching 183 days per year.
Indeed, article 4A of the General Tax Code provides
that those who are “fiscal residents” must pay income
tax, regardless of where they spend their actual time.
Payroll should be handled through a local provider that
can calculate the appropriate withholding of income
tax. When this is not possible for technical reasons, the
employee is responsible for declaring their income and
paying the appropriate amounts to the French State.

Would the remote worker be
entitled to bring a claim for
workplace injury in your country?
If French law is found to apply to the relationship, it
is quite probable that an employee working remotely
could bring a claim. Indeed, under French law, the
employer’s obligation to ensure the health and safety
(mental and/or physical) of their employees, extends
to situations where an employee works remotely. The
accident may be considered a workplace accident/
occupational illness.
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Would the remote worker be
covered under the local national
healthcare system or insurance?
As explained above, unless the remote worker is
provided with an A1 Form (that would demonstrate
that he/she is subject to another social security
scheme, for a limited period of time), the performance
of work on French soil would require affiliation with
the French national healthcare and insurance system
(“sécurité sociale”).

2. Would any of the above answers change if the
remote worker (a) is a citizen of your country, or (b)
engages in activity interacting with the local market.
a) If the remote worker is a French citizen, the
likelihood that a claim for the application of French law
to the employment relationship would be successful,
significantly increases.
b) Similarly, interaction with the local market is sure
to draw attention to the situation and expose the
employer to greater risks.

Is a foreign employer subject
to data privacy and security
requirements regarding protection
of employee personal information
for a foreign employee working
remotely in your country?
Yes, as France is part of the European Union, the GDPR
applies. Accordingly, GDPR regulations will extend to
personal data and company information that, in any
way, “passes” through the European Union. Moreover,
France has its own ‘layer’ of data privacy requirements
laid out by the CNIL - the French data protection agency.
These rules are very likely to apply to the remote worker
in France and therefore, the hiring company.

Has there been any litigation
or specific law or regulation
regarding the foreign remote
worker in your country?
There is ongoing and developing litigation in France
regarding foreign remote workers, who are requesting
the application of French labour and employment
laws to their contract. In the absence of a formal
agreement, such as a secondment, these claims can
be successful and may lead to social, employment and
administrative consequences.
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This publication may not deal with every topic within its scope nor cover every aspect of the topics with which it deals. It is not designed to provide legal or
other advice with regard to any specific case. Nothing stated in this document should be treated as an authoritative statement of the law on any particular
aspect or in any specific case. Action should not be taken on this document alone. For specific advice, please contact a specialist at one of our member firms
or the firm that authored this publication.
L&E Global CVBA is a civil company under Belgian law that coordinates an alliance of independent member firms. L&E Global does not provide client services
of any kind. Such services are solely provided by the member firms in their respective jurisdictions. In certain circumstances, L&E Global is used as a brand or
business name in relation to and by some or all of the member firms. L&E Global CVBA and its member firms are legally distinct and separate entities. They
do not have, and nothing contained herein, shall be construed to place these entities in the relationship of parents, subsidiaries, agents, partners or joint
ventures. No member firm, nor the firm which authored this publication, has any authority (actual, apparent, implied or otherwise) to bind L&E Global CVBA
or any member firm, in any manner whatsoever.
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